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It is History dressing its Elegant Dress;
Congratulation Mr. The President Barack Obama
for great Honor, Y deserve it. As being said on the
media in several Article Nobel Prize's Observer
were shocked by the sudden decision of the Nobel
Prize Committee to award the 44th President of the
USA Mr. Barack Obama Nobel Peace Prize
allowing him to becomes the third President of
USA to get such great and prestigious
Prize.(President Theodore Roosevelt won in 1906
and President Woodrow Wilson was awarded the
prize in 1919)

History will be proud to contain Obama's Name in
its Records even the whole world is happy for this
great man of his kind.

Although Nobel Prized Observers were shocked I
was not and I had written an article on my blog
http://www.bluedean.wordpress.com and even
tweeted in twitter that Mr. the President will soon
be nominated and selected for Nobel Peace Prize,
published on August 30, 2009 at my blog
(BlueDean) http://wp.me/pyhWA-4Q

http://www.bluedean.wordpress.com
http://wp.me/pyhWA-4Q


My approach to the concept of the award is the
same as the approach of the Nobel Prize
Committee, in addition to other factors why should
Mr. the President Barack Obama be selected for
such great prestigious  Prize?

Mainly The stunning &amp; amazing decision
designed to encourage Barack Obama initiatives to
reduce nuclear arms; ease tensions with the Muslim
world &amp; stress emphasize diplomacy and
cooperation rather than unilateralism.

That were enough for the whole world to accept the
selection but there others issues as I told Y above
that will push with this great man to get such great
Nomination &amp; Award:

This man will be having the destiny to change and
shape the new world & the new vision for peace
and international relation between nations around
the Globe. His diplomacy above questions and
dearest to all Humankind;

Other factors why should Mr. the President Barack
Obama be selected for such great prestigious Prize?

1-He addresses our humanity before and after

2-He respects us for who we are before and after



3-He loves the peace because he believes in the fact
that a peace-full mind is only productive mind
that will add to growth and prosperity

4-He believe in innovation and technology

5-He embrace brotherhood before grown enemies

6-He prefers to shake hand than to close doors

7-He has a beautiful piece of mind and powerful
source of love and creative talents capable of
spreading peace &amp; love everywhere he
intended to go

8-He embraces the most important issue that we
really need "change" with magnitude that suit
our necessity and legitimate requirements

9-He inspire you using your own wisdom,ً while
you grow &amp; with your thought along your
own horizon

10-He has ability to make you happy and satisfied,
even before his plan start. He has being given
the blessing and a healing word and nature.

11-He is the American Legend, Sure he will get
USA-2012 election for another 4 year, meet me



there if I am still alive otherwise pray for my
soul.

12-Change that reflecting in huge campaigns to
reform the USA Health Insurance System
&amp; USA Financial system and initiative to
promote climate change Project. All this
reforms need a very bold character that believes
in the benefit of Reforms and its long term
impact and he is ready to sacrifice with his
political career.

13-Many others issue that will soon come to
surface that will remind you of I am telling now
about this great man.

Barack Obama before he is a president to the
United State of America; he is the hope for many
people in the world. He promised African &amp;
many people in the Developing Countries to make
the peace &amp; Development their favorite dress
through partnership and safe &amp; easy Finance
&amp; grants from the IFIs &amp; Multi-Donors
Financial institutions.

He is working on that. He does not forget his
promises while election, rather it become a very
solid agenda. The 20 billion pledges for developing
Countries at Italy Summit is a witness for such
obligation. He is very respectable man that respects



his word &amp; accepts people for who they are
&amp; what their ethnic Group is. He is Humble,
simple &amp; Professional. God Bless you Barack
Obama.

White House press secretary Robert Gibbs said
Obama woke up to the news a little before 6 a.m.
EDT. The White House had no immediate
comment on the announcement, which took the
administration by surprise.

The Nobel Committee decided not to inform
Obama before the announcement because it didn't
want to wake him up, committee chairman
Thorbjoern Jagland said.

"Waking up a president in the middle of the night,
this isn't really something you do," Jagland said.

The Nobel Committee continued the change in
global mood wrought by Obama's calls for peace
and cooperation but recognized initiatives that have
yet to bear fruit: reducing the world stock of
nuclear arms, easing American conflicts with
Muslim nations and strengthening the U.S. role in
combating climate change.

"it is extremely very scarce a person to the same
extent as Obama captured the world's attention and



given its people hope for a better future," Jagland
said.

Obama's election and foreign policy moves caused
a dramatic improvement in the image of the U.S.
around the world. A 25-nation poll of 27,000
people released in July by the Pew Global Attitudes
Project found double-digit boosts to the percentage
of people viewing the U.S. favorably in countries
around the world.

The same indicator had extremely plunged across
the world during President George W. Bush era

A 1983 Nobel Peace laureate, Former Polish
President Lech Walesa said "So soon? How come?
Too early! He has no contribution so far. He is still
at an early stage. He is only beginning to act. This
is probably an encouragement for him to act. Let's
see if he perseveres. Let's give him time to act.

Well thank Y Mr. Walesa to point out the
difference and the reason why he was picked. His
krizma were there before him……. Ahmed
Mutasim

Oh My God it is very hard and strong slap on
bush's face; The award appeared to be a slap at
Bush from a committee that harshly criticized
Obama's predecessor for his largely unilateral



military action in the wake of the Sept. 11 terror
attacks. The Nobel committee praised Obama's
creation of "a new climate in international politics"
and said he had returned multilateral diplomacy
and institutions like the U.N. to the center of the
world stage.

"You have to remember that the world has been in
a pretty dangerous phase," Jagland said. "And
anybody who can contribute to getting the world
out of this situation deserves a Nobel Peace Prize."

Unlike the other Nobel Prizes, which are awarded
by Swedish institutions, the peace prize is given out
by a five-member committee elected by the
Norwegian Parliament. Like the Parliament, the
committee has a leftist slant, with three members
elected by left-of-center parties. Jagland said the
decision to honor Obama was unanimous.

Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South Africa, who
won the prize in 1984, said Obama's award shows
great things are expected from him in coming
years. "It is an award that speaks to the promise of
President Obama's message of hope," Tutu said.

Thinks What Mr. the President? Your roles has just
being doubled, every single person in this universe
is waiting for you to light &amp; penlight his path,
Africa &amp; South America, Developing



Countries &amp; Me with special focus to resolve
and comprehend the peace resolution and directed
to ease. To assist to lift the embargo on those
countries that lives under very tough conditions in
Africa. To put Humanity on the top priority and
compromise. You are Guru in that part Yr
Excellency. Pls make it for us peace in its best
White dressing, White, crystal &amp; unforgettable
as ever pls Mrs. the President. Let it to be your first
Gift to... us as Nobel Peace Laureate.


